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IN YMCA’S LANDMARK
175TH ANNIVERSARY YEAR
‘YMCA175’ WILL DEMONSTRATE
TO THE WORLD THAT YMCA IS
A COMMITTED PLATFORM FOR
YOUTH INNOVATION AND
YOUTH-LED SOLUTIONS.

At YMCA we know that young people
have a passion and commitment to
social justice and positive cultural
change through promoting global
equity and diversity.
Taking place at ExCeL London, YMCA175
is a global youth event that will have
elements of a conference, summit
and celebration, that will be a living
embodiment of YMCA, bringing together
thousands of young leaders and YMCA
senior leaders and networks from around
the world.
The event aims to connect YMCA’s global
movement to build relationships and
strengthen cross-cultural understanding,
celebrate 175 years of YMCA’s impact on
youth and communities around the
world, and create solutions to address
social challenges.
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THE EVENT

Where the world
is disappointing
young people, YMCA
empowers them.
CARLOS SANVEE
World YMCA Secretary General

THE EVENT

AN EVENT LIKE
NO OTHER...
YMCA is a global organisation with a presence
in 120 countries and all YMCAs are invited to
send delegates and actively engage in YMCA175.
While the core programme is targeted at young
leaders age 16 to 35 years old, senior leaders,
YMCA staff and volunteers, trustees, board
members, General Secretaries, supporters,
retirees and associated networks of all ages will
have a place at YMCA175.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT YMCA175?
YMCA175 will present a programme of content
tailored to youth leadership that is fun, engaging,
dynamic and challenging. There will also be
training streams and programme activities relevant
to other YMCA groups such as senior leaders,
volunteers, retirees and YMCA staff.
The programme will include thought-provoking
lectures and interactive workshops, innovative
collaborative sessions and open seminars, inspiring
keynote speakers and a broad choice of training
and education.
A space dedicated to sport, health and wellbeing
will provide activities for delegates to engage and
participate in, while also exploring YMCA’s long
history with physical activity.
CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE

Elements of the programme will celebrate YMCA’s
Christian identity, heritage, interfaith dialogue
and ecumenical traditions, and deepen delegates
understanding of YMCA and youth empowerment
in 2019 and beyond. In the main event auditorium
there will be a programme of concerts, keynote
speakers, worship and performances, putting
young people’s voices at the heart of the event.
There will be interactive exhibitions to learn from
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), public
and private sector organisations, businesses and
brands, media partners from around the world, as
well as YMCA’s history and heritage on display.

+50%

OF YMCA175’S
TEAM ARE YOUNG
LEADERS UNDER
THE AGE OF 35 5.
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YMCA AND THE
2030 GOALS…
All over the world YMCAs and young leaders are
delivering youth-led projects and community
development. As a result, they are making a
significant contribution towards achieving the
United Nations 17 core Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).
The SDGs are an urgent call for action and have
become an increasing global priority to NGOs,
governments, companies and society since they
were set in 2015 when they were adopted by all 193
United Nations Member States. YMCA’s reach, into
the heart of more than 12,000 communities across
120 countries around the world - and its mission
to strengthen youth leadership - means that it is
uniquely positioned to continue to advance the
2030 Goals and create a better life for the young
people of the future, with the young people of
today.
Through youth research, the World Alliance of
YMCAs has focused the SDGs into four key pillars
of work that are areas of specialism for YMCA and
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priorities for young people. They are:
		Health
		Environment
		Economic Empowerment & Employment
		Civic Engagement
It is these pillars and the associated issues that
are connected to them, which are at the heart of
YMCA175. During the four days young leaders will
connect to discuss their priorities and collectively
take action, celebrate 175 years of transforming
communities, and create new ideas and solutions
positive change.
YMCA175 will put the UN SDGs at the centre of its
agenda, using the global framework for change
to inspire local action and further the work YMCA
is already doing. YMCA175 delegates will be
empowered to continue advancing the SDGs
in their home communities well after the event’s
closing sessions.

?

DID YOU KNOW
YMCA has had consultative status with the
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the
United Nations (UN) since 1947.
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THE PROGRAMME
Each day an opening plenary will showcase
young people’s stories, welcome keynote speakers,
introducing topics and experts in key issues.

YMCAs around the world, and will be partnered
with external expertise from NGOs, corporate
organisations and institutions. These sessions
will aim to educate, inspire, inform, share best
practice, scale initiatives, create ideas and foster
collaboration.

In the afternoon the four key pillars, and the
Sustainable Development Goals, will be explored
in more detail through workshops, storytelling,
presentation, training, seminars, discussions,
partnership meetings, harvest sessions, panel
debates, open forums and more.

YMCA175 is looking for young leader’s with
outstanding stories of YMCA impact and change
that we can showcase as part of the main
auditorium programme. If you have such a story
that you would like to be considered, please email
olga@ymcaeurope.com.

Facilitators and activity leaders will come from

Find out more information at http://bit.ly/175RFP

PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME*
This is to give an indication to the overall programme for YMCA175 and is subject to change.
The full programme will be released in April 2019

Sun 4 Aug

Mon 5 Aug

Tue 6 Aug

Wed 7 Aug

Session 1

Networking,
side meetings,
exhibition

Networking,
side meetings,
exhibition

Networking,
side meetings,
exhibition

Session 2

Opening
plenary

Opening
plenary

Opening
plenary

Session 3

Arrivals, check-in
and accreditation

LUNCH
Workshops,
seminars, panels
and other
sessions

Session 4

Thu 8 Aug

Session 5

Workshops,
seminars, panels
and other
sessions

Workshops,
seminars, panels
and other
sessions

Departures
and check-out

DINNER

Session 6

Opening
devotions

Devotions

Devotions

Devotions

Session 7

Opening
ceremony

Evening
celebration

Evening
celebration

Closing
ceremony
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YMCA175 is an investment that can
strengthen a YMCA in many ways.
		Strengthen the global cultural
competencies and perspectives of young
leaders that are needed to effectively
serve diverse and changing communities
at home.

WHY PARTICIPATE IN YMCA175?
YMCA as the world’s leading youth development
charity is uniquely positioned to empower today’s
young people to be confident and engaged global
citizens and provide a platform for them to drive
real social change in communities worldwide.
YMCA175 isn’t just a one-off event; it’s a catalyst
for activating a new generation of globally-minded,
socially responsible changemakers who will
return to their communities ready to lead
new programmes and initiatives to address
social challenges.

Young people are the
global leaders of today
and tomorrow, responding
to the world’s ever-changing
needs and responsible for
creating lasting, positive
social change.
Sending young leaders and senior staff to YMCA175
demonstrates commitment to youth empowerment
and recognition of the potential of young people;
it will nurture their leadership qualities and
encourage them to share that inspiration with
other young people, colleagues and peers in their
communities. It will cultivate emerging talent with
intergenerational and shared learning, and support
fulfilment of delegates’ potential as a global leader.
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		Develop globally-minded, socially
responsible young leaders who will
deepen their commitment to YMCA’s
mission and develop into the next
generation of YMCA staff leaders.
		Help to establish existing or strengthen
new partnerships with international
YMCAs, resulting in the exchange of
resources, knowledge, best practices and
global cultural competencies to deepen
impact both locally and internationally.
		Increase YMCA’s appeal as a charity of
choice that unites people of all cultures
and backgrounds to create positive social
change and more cohesive communities
at home and around the world.
		Deepen and expand engagement in
global partnerships, learning networks,
philanthropy, ecumenical understand,
and youth led social change initiatives.

“

When youth are equal partners, their
inclusion is essential to decision-making.
When youth are equal partners, their
optimism, creativity, and talent are
transformative. When youth are equal
partners, our YMCAs and communities
are enriched.

PATRICIA PELTON
World YMCA President
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LONDON: COME HOME TO
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
London is a hub of activity, with a history that
runs through YMCA’s roots all the way to the
beginning. On Thursday 6 June 1844 the first
meeting of the Young Men’s Christian Association
was held in St Paul’s Churchyard… and the rest,
as they say, is history.
England’s capital has been the launch pad for
new ideas and trends for centuries. It’s a creative
hub where there is always something new to see
and do. Hotels, venues, restaurants, transport, and
attractions constantly update and improve. This
means no matter how many times you visit, London
always has something new in store.
London is entrepreneurial, innovative, international
and outward looking. The key ingredient to the
city’s success has been the flow of brilliant ideas
and talent from across the globe. It is comfortable
in its diversity, proud of its history and optimistic
about its future. #LondonIsOpen.

Discovery &
experiential visits
Options to book onto visits to see YMCA’s
work across the city and the rest of England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland before and after
YMC175 will be made available to delegate
groups in early 2019.

YOU WILL SHAPE
THE FUTURE, SO
IT’S IMPORTANT
WE UNLOCK THE
POTENTIAL OF THE
NEXT GENERATION
SADIQ KHAN
Mayor of London
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REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION TYPES

Individual Delegate
attending without a Group Leader,
can be linked with other individuals to
share accommodation

Group Leader
responsible for managing
a local or national YMCA
group delegation

Group Delegate
coming as part of a group
from a YMCA, must be registered
by a Group Leader

?
Family Delegate
attending as a family and
bringing children to YMCA175
that are 12 years old or under

Volunteer
interested in being part of
the volunteer team

Need Help?
if you are still unsure of the differences
between delegates check frequently
asked questions at ymca175.com.

REGISTRATION FEES
Delegate only

Delegate + hostel

Volunteers*

Full event access

Full event access

Full event access

London transport tickets

Hostel accommodation

Hostel accommodation

Lunch and & included

London transport tickets

London transport tickets

Breakfast, lunch & dinner

Breakfast, lunch & dinner

non-visa

visa

Early bird

£290

£150

Standard

£345

£205

This option does not include
accommodation - but you will
be provided access to use the
YMCA175 hotel portal for hotels by
ExCeL London, or you can self-book
accommodation.
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non-visa

visa

Early bird

£410

£270

Standard

Standard

£465

£325

Children*

£180

£180

* All volunteers must apply and
are subject to a reference process.
If additional days are required of
volunteers by YMCA175, the price will
not change. Volunteers must be 18 or
over at the time of the event.

* 4 - 12 years old; 3 and under go free
with no food or bed provided.

non-visa

visa

£180

£180
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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
VISA AND NON-VISA?
To make the event equitable for all to attend and
ensure YMCA175 delegates are representative of the
global YMCA movement, subsidised places have
been made available for those who require often
costly visas to enter the United Kingdom. This is
known as the ‘visa price’.

WHAT IS THE REGISTRATION PROCESS?

1

Individuals, families, volunteers & YMCA
groups can register at ymca175.com

2

National Coordinators will asses
registrations and confirm delegates

3

Payment will then be requested to
secure ticket(s)

4

Once payment is made, a delegate’s
ticket(s) are confirmed

i

Delegate
visa process
Once a delegate’s accommodation has been
allocated and they have supplied YMCA175 with
their passport information, we will provide a visa
invitation letter. If a delegate requires a visa and are
making their own accommodation arrangements,
they will need to notify YMCA175 of their lodging
details before YMCA England & Wales can issue a
visa invitation letter.

Reserving tickets without
allocated names
As a Group Leader you are able to reserve YMCA175
tickets without knowing who they will be allocated
to, and you can add delegate details for your
group at a later date. Names of tickets can also
be changed prior to YMCA175, subject to Terms &
Conditions.

Please note, under 18s must be registered as part of a YMCA group by a Group Leader.
YMCA175’s Terms and Conditions can be found at ymca175.com/terms-and-conditions.

KEY DATES FOR THE DIARY
31 January 2019
Early bird registration
deadline~

April 2019
Full event programme
released

31 March 2019
Volunteer registration
will close*

30 June 2019
Registration for
delegates will close

6 June 2019
YMCA’s 175th
anniversary

4-8 August 2019
YMCA175 at ExCeL
London

* volunteers will be notified if they are successful within 4-6 weeks of their initial application.
~ or when they sell out, whichever comes first

CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE
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KEY INFO

I raise up my voice—not
so I can shout but so that
those without a voice
can be heard…We cannot
succeed when half of us
are held back
MALALA YOUSAFZAI
Noble Peace Prize Winner
CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE
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TRAVEL
YMCA175 is excited to welcome delegates from
all over the world. Travel planning is in important
part of preparing for YMCA175, and in the pages
that follow you will find some advice. We are
proud to partner with Raptim Humanitarian
Travel, the official travel agent of YMCA175, a fully
YMCA/YWCA owned social enterprise to help you
with your travel needs.

a more cost effective and environmentally
friendly option.

YMCA175 encourage all delegates to think about
their Carbon Footprint when travelling to YMCA175
and if there are ways of offsetting
their travel.

Eurotunnel transports vehicles connecting Calais,
in France, to Folkestone, in England.

YMCA175 is adopting a sustainable event
management approach, and encourages delegates
to think about their environmental impact too.

Key international UK ferry ports include: Felixstowe,
Harwich, Folkestone, Dover and Southampton. Ferry
fares vary greatly according to the season, time
of travel and duration of stay so make sure you do
your research before you book.

If you require parking at ExCeL London for cars or
coaches, this must be booked in advance.

By Train

TRAVELING TO THE UK

Eurostar railway service connects London with
Amsterdam, Avignon, Brussels, Lille, Lyon, Marseille,
Paris and Rotterdam.

The UK and London has an extensive transport
network of train, bus, roads and several ports to
arrive into the UK by ferry.

London has an extensive network of mainland trains
that arrive in from across the UK from ferry ports,
airports and other UK destinations.

By Road

Good places to book tickets include:

For groups of delegates coming from across the
UK and mainland Europe, making arrangements for
group travel by car, minibus or coach can be
CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE

nationalrail.co.uk 		

thetrainline.com
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TRAVELING AROUND LONDON
YMCA175 recommends that delegates use London’s
extensive public transport network while in the city.
All Delegates will be provided with a travel pass
for the duration of the event (excluding airport
transfers).

By Air
London has six international airports, all are
accessible from the venue on public transport,
below is some basic information.

London City
Airport

For more information go to:
excel.london/getting-here

ExCeL
London

10 minutes direct on London
Underground or a short walk
Heathrow
Airport

If you are driving to London, it is recommended
you store your vehicle in ExCeL London car parks
while in London. Cycle racks are available at ExCeL
London, too, with public bikes for hire across the city
at docking stations.

i
ExCeL
London

YMCA France is organising a Paris-London cycle
experience, connecting YMCA’s birthplace, in
London, to the founding place of the global
movement in 1855, in Paris. Find out more by
projets@ymca.fr.

90 minutes with changes on
London Underground
Stansted
Airport

ExCeL
London

90 minutes with changes by
public transport
Gatwick
Airport

ExCeL
London

90 minutes with changes by
public transport

London Luton and London Southend Airports are
also commutable but are smaller airports, and
slightly further from the venue.
Please note delegate tickets do not include airport
transfers. YMCA175 recommends travelling from airports to
accommodation by public transport

CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE
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Group delegations will benefit from working with
Raptim to make travel arrangements. Raptim has
access to a network of airline operators around
the world, including options to secure group
bookings at cheap prices without the need to
confirm individual delegate names at the time of
booking. Raptim can also provide ongoing support
including for any last minute changes to your travel
bookings.
Group Booking

Booking a group of seats without
passenger allocation
Support

YMCA175 OFFICIAL
TRAVEL AGENT
Fully owned by YMCA/YWCA, Raptim in Denmark
is a social enterprise travel agent that ensures all
profits go straight back into working with young
people, and is working closely to provide travel
services to YMCAs in several countries around the
world.
Focussing on serving and supporting those who
travel the world to do good, Raptim Humanitarian
Travel supports missionary and humanitarian
organisations with great fares and flexibility
with experienced and dedicated staff to make
your travel planning as easy as possible. Raptim
is part of a networked global travel organisation
offering tailor made fares, and great flexibility on
tickets. Their staff are ready to support National
Movements, local YMCA delegations and groups
with flexible travel plans to London.

Support with the complexity
of group travel
Flexible

Flexibility to change
passenger details
Enviromentally friendly

Exploring environmentally
friendly travel options
Carbon offset

Support with the complexity
of group travel

Raptim Humanitarian Travel
+45 8723 1230
travelteam.dk@raptim.org
IN DENMARK

raptim.org/dk

As an environmentally conscious travel agency,
you will find details of your carbon emissions
on all itineraries, so that you can calculate your
delegations total emissions with an option to offset
your flight with certification.

CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE
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SUSTAINABLE
TRAVEL
Environmental sustainability is one of the most
important issues to young leaders today, and is
one of the biggest social challenges of our time.

network and will also show delegates how much
carbon and money they are saving by using public
transportation, compared to by car.

YMCA175 is working to reduce the Carbon Footprint
of the event and its delegates as much as possible
with a sustainable event management approach.
YMCA175 has appointed a Sustainability Manager
to support the event to reduce the Carbon Footprint
of the event and delegates wherever possible.

Choosing an alternative mode of transport to flying
for those that are able to will always be the best
way to reduce your environmental impact (and
often will be more cost-efficient than flying). But
with flying being essential for many delegates,
there are still ways of offsetting or reducing your
Carbon Footprint.

The UK and London has an extensive transport
network of trains, buses, roads and several ports
to arrive into the UK by ferry. This includes the
Eurostar railway service connecting London with
Amsterdam, Avignon, Brussels, Lille, Lyon, Marseille,
Paris and Rotterdam and the Eurotunnel to
transport vehicles connecting Calais, in France, to
Folkestone, in England.
For delegations considering driving there is
parking for cars and coaches available at ExCeL
London (made by prior arrangement). YMCA175
recommends that if delegates are driving that
they use public transport while in London, which is
included with all tickets. Apps like Citymapper are a
great way of navigating the city’s public transport
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How efficient an airline is depends greatly on the
type of aircraft, route and payload. When flying,
always consider taking a direct flight, since most
of the emissions produced on a trip are created
during take-off and landing. How carbon efficient
an airline is, in regard to carbon usage per
passenger and mile, varies a lot within the aviation
industry. However, flying economy is a lot more
efficient than business class, because economy fits
more passengers in the cabin thus reducing each
individual’s footprint.

TOP TIP
Download the CityMapper app onto your
smartphone before you arrive in London to help
you navigate the city.
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YOUR CHOICE OF AIRLINE MATTERS
Some airlines offer to offset the carbon produced on
a trip and help customers with the calculations to
make this process easier.
Websites such as Google Matrix
(matrix.itasoftware.com), shows you how much
carbon will be produced with different travel
options, as well as the price for, and the duration of
the trip.
Another option is to do this calculation by yourself
using websites like carbonfootprint.com or
climatecare.org.

SO YOU’RE GOING TO OFFSET…
When deciding to offset your travels, please
consider whether your offset is certified with a
recognisable standard such as the Gold Standard,
CDM or VCS. Also think about in what kind of impact
you would like to have. For example, some places
offer to plant trees, but this option is not always
considered to be efficient (lack of permanence,
slow to grow, and doesn’t address the fossil fuel
dependency). Another way to offset could be to
invest in renewable energy sources and energy
efficiency programmes in parts of the world that
are still developing solutions to environmental
challenges. You could also invest in the European
Emissions Allowances as a private individual to
affect the price of carbon and by doing so reduce
the negative planetary pressure created by
your travels.

CONNECT, CELEBRATE, CREATE
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ACCOMMODATION
YMCA175 ACCOMMODATION
A variety of accommodation options are available
suitable for all delegate budgets. All YMCA175
hostels and hotels have been visited by the event
team and checked for comfort and safety.

Hotels

£££

Those booking event only tickets will have the
option to add on hotel rooms for the duration
of their stay through the YMCA175 hotel portal,
provided by Congrex. All the rooms are at 2 to 4
star hotels, within a 10 minute walking distance of
the venue. On average, hotel nights will be between
£90 and £130 (depending on when delegates book,
and subject to availability). Book your hotel at
http://bit.ly/175hotel.

Hostels

MAKING YOUR OWN ARRANGEMENTS
Third Party

££ - ££££

For delegates wishing to make their own
arrangements, information is available through
accommodation search engines and also from the
English Tourist Board at visitengland.com.

Camp sites

£

There are some camp sites within approximately
60-90 minutes travel of ExCeL London. These
include (but not exclusively) South London Scout
Centre, Abbey Wood Caravan Club Site and Lee
Valley Camping.
Please note that the YMCA175 and the European Alliance of
YMCAs take no responsibility or liability for any person or
group who choose to make their own arrangements.

££

Hostels are typically more budget-style
accommodation, ranging from twin rooms (very
limited) to large dormitory style rooms. Delegates
who purchase tickets with hostel accommodation
as part of their registration will have their rooms
allocated by YMCA175. There are some family
rooms available for those coming with children.
Shower facilities are available in all hostels with a
small number of rooms having en-suite facilities.
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ADDING ADDITIONAL
NIGHTS TO YOUR STAY
If delegates plan on adding additional nights
to their stay they will be able to register
an interest at the point of registration.
Alternatively they could book additional
nights through the hotel provider, Congrex.
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PARTNERSHIPS
YMCA175 aims to elevate the voices of young
people by talking into some of the biggest social
issues that face global society. By working with
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), public
and private sector organisations, businesses,
brands and media partners from around the world
we can provide a platform that can be a catalyst
for social change.
Exhibition stands will allow delegates to discover
global programmes and projects, engage with
external organisations and initiatives, and provide
space for networking.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR
EXTERNAL PARTNERS?
		Access to 5000+ young global influencers and
thought leaders from diverse backgrounds and
markets for awareness raising and engage in
new opportunities.
		Deepen and expand engagement in global
partnerships and learning networks.
		Amplify the visibility of the impact of
shared youth empowerment social
responsibility priorities.

Workshops, keynotes, panels and sessions that are
led or co-hosted by external agencies will introduce
delegates to non-YMCA expertise, best practice,
social initiatives, projects, programmes and thought
leadership.

		Strengthen efforts to partner with young people
in positively impacting compelling global issues.

If you are able to introduce YMCA175’s team to a
potential partnership or sponsorship opportunity
please email 175@ymcaeurope.com. Sponsor and
partnership packs are available upon request.

		Potential for future partnerships with YMCA’s
global network.
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		Opportunities for interaction and research
through the lens of young people from around
the globe.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

STAY CONNECTED AND WATCH FOR UPDATES ON
SOCIAL MEDIA WITH #YMCA175
ymca175.com
YMCA175

@YMCA175
@YMCA175

175@ymcaeurope.com

Organised by
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Hosted by

Partners
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